Encompass Investor Connect
FOR CORRESPONDENT INVESTORS

Make purchase decisions faster, with confidence. Minimize risk and save time by receiving accurate, and compliant loan data and documents directly into your system.

Eliminate an inefficient process
Traditional loan package delivery is infamous for its manual processes. It forces the investor recipient to identify and sort documents, making sure they are all there, re-enter key data, and then compare a bevy of information and numbers taking time, costing money, and risking human error. For correspondent lenders and investors, now there's a better way.

Work faster and ensure accuracy
Ellie Mae’s Encompass Investor Connect™ helps automate the loan-buying process by eliminating the need to key in data, then stare and compare until your eyes cross.

Instead, lenders using our Encompass® all-in-one mortgage management solution leverage system-to-system workflows to securely and seamlessly send individual or batch-loan data and documents directly from the LOS right into your system with one push of a button. This makes it easier on your lenders while ensuring you receive accurate, and compliant loan data and documents on every loan you receive from Encompass.

Our secure, document recognition and data-extraction technologies are the key. Together they work to accurately extract the important data elements to transfer with loan documents, eliminating any manual intervention and saving you time and money. Now you can make purchases faster, with confidence.

Easily confirm quality and audit information
- Receive a manifest of the loan documents that are sent to you
- Receive an audit report with each loan that compares the documents received against the data received for quick validation
- Manage your business based on only the exceptions, not every loan

Benefits
- Make it easier for lenders to do business with you
- Take the manual work out of the process with a secure, system-to-system transfer
- Receive data and documents right from the source
- Easily validate quality via an audit report
- Manage business from lenders based on exceptions only, not every loan

Contact your Ellie Mae representative or InvestorLending@elliemae.com to learn more.
Make purchase decisions faster, with confidence

Still buying loans the traditional way? Still staring and comparing? Let Encompass Investor Connect help automate the process so you can save time and minimize risk.

Encompass Investor Connect establishes secure system-to-system workflows between you and your lender customers, ensuring you receive accurate, and compliant loan data and docs on every loan you receive.

Connecting you to mortgage innovation

Encompass Investor Connect and our Connect family of solutions are built on our Encompass Lending Platform™ so you can leverage APIs to build, integrate, and extend new functions and bring solutions to market faster.